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Abstract 

In a railway station, train units are prepared to ensure a departure. Train units can be coupled, 

uncoupled, maintained and cleaned. These operations are called shunting operations and are crucial 

to service quality. However, shunting operations require trains to be located on shunting yards. Thus, 

trains have to be moved from platforms to one or more shunting tracks for parking and operations, 

and then back to platforms. The paper focuses on rolling stock which consists of train units. The 

generalized train unit shunting problem (G-TUSP) is the problem of shunting operations planning. In 

this problem trains have to be assigned to each departure it is the train matching problem. Trains also 

must be parked and routed in the station and their potential maintenance has to be scheduled before 

departure. These decisions must take into account the composition required for departures, the 

duration and order of maintenance and cleaning operations, the length and type of access to shunting 

tracks, traffic safety constraints and crews’ availability. In order to solve the G-TUSP, this work 

provides a formal problem definition and a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model. The 

model is formulated thanks to a microscopic representation of the infrastructure and formal train units 

in order to consider coupling and uncoupling. The model is solved exactly using the commercial 

solver CPLEX. It is tested on instances based on Metz-Ville station in France. The results are 

convincing and precise rolling stock planning impact on station capacity. 
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1. Introduction 

Rolling stock planning must take into account train units between an arriving trip and a departure trip 

in a station. Inside such station, train units are prepared for departure and possibly stored for several 

hours if they are not needed immediately. More precisely, they are cleaned and have maintenance 

checks. Train units can be coupled or uncoupled to match train configuration required for departure. 

This is done on siding tracks located around platform tracks. Parallel siding tracks form shunting 

yards. Some tracks have specific amenities such as train-wash for external cleaning or pits for 

maintenance checks. Train units need to be moved between platforms and shunting yards, and 

possibly between several shunting yards. Such movements are called shunting movements and must 

respect traffic safety rules imposed by signaling system and by ground-agents instructions. Indeed, 

shunting movements must not create conflicts with the rest of train traffic in the station. 

Taking over train units between their arrival and their departure in a station constitutes shunting [1]. 

Shunting planning includes several decisions. First, arriving train units must be assigned to 

departures, it is a matching. Moreover, train units are parked at one or several shunting tracks 

according to amenities required by maintenance operations. Similarly, movements are set to achieve 

the parking plan. It is a route planning, since paths are assigned to train units and movements are 

scheduled based on running times and potential conflicts. Finally, depending on maintenance crews’ 
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availability, maintenance operations are scheduled. Even if these decisions are often taken separately, 

they are usually strongly interdependent. The generalized train unit shunting problem (G-TUSP) is the 

problem of shunting operations planning. 

The G-TUSP considers a station and a timetable with arriving and departing trains that need to be 

shunted. Each arriving train may need a specific maintenance which can be performed by specific 

crews. The problem is to assign arriving train units to departing train units, shunting tracks and paths, 

to schedule shunting movements and to assign crews to maintenance operations. These decisions 

are made to minimize departure delays, coupling and uncoupling operations and maintenance or 

departure cancellations. A great part of the literature deals with combining matching and parking 

decisions. A contribution [3] gives an integrated ILP formulation. The same problem can be solved 

with column generation, greedy algorithms and a constraint programming method [2]. 

The aim of the paper is to provide an algorithmic approach for the G-TUSP. The contribution presents 

an integrated problem with a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) formulation. The formulation is 

based on a microscopic model of the infrastructure and formal train units in order to consider coupling 

and uncoupling. 

2. Formulation 

2.1 Modelling approach 

2.1.1 Modelling principles 

In our formulation of the G-TUSP, we consider that train units can be coupled or uncoupled to form 

trains. Three formal sets of trains are introduced to model this: arriving, intermediate and departing 

trains. Arriving trains are moved from a platform track to the shunting yard. Once there, they are 

uncoupled if needed, and they become intermediate trains, which are moved in the yard and 

submitted to maintenance. Finally, intermediate trains are coupled if necessary and become departing 

trains to be moved to the suitable platform track. Trains move on an infrastructure modeled 

microscopically through a track-circuit scale representation. A track-circuit is a portion of track on 

which the presence of a train unit is automatically detected. Thanks to this infrastructure model, 

detailed characteristics of interlocking systems are taken into account and train safety is ensured 

through suitable separation. 

Fig. 1 represents a simple example in which an orange, a green and a blue path are shown with their 

respective track-circuits named z followed by a number. Both orange and blue paths use track-circuit 

z15, therefore they cannot utilize it at the same time. The train with the orange path is an intermediate 

train whose path starts at shunting track 21. This train results from the arriving train using the green 

path and has to be cleaned. It is parked at the shunting track 29 for cleaning. The train with the blue 

path is a departing train which uses platform A. 
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Fig. 1: Simple example. Station layout with signals represented by squares. The green arriving 

train whose path is represented with a green line becomes the orange train at the shunting 

track 21. The orange intermediate train’s path is represented in orange. The blue departing 

train leaves the shunting track and is moved to platform A. This train uses the blue path. 

 

2.1.2 Trains 

Every train is composed of one or several train units. Train units are divided into types so that same 

type train units get interchangeable. Every arriving train entering the shunting yard disappears and 

one or more intermediate trains appear. All intermediate trains do not disappear to become departing 

trains. Some intermediate trains may remain in the shunting yard at the end of the planning period. 

For trains that are stored in the station before the planning period, a trivial train is introduced. This 

arriving train enters the station at the beginning of the planning period on the associated siding. 

2.1.3 Infrastructure 

A track-circuit scale model is used in order to get a rigorous capacity occupation [4]. In the station 

area, a train follows a path which is a track-circuits succession Capacity occupation is based on track-

circuit reservation. When a train t needs to go through a track-circuit tc, the signal which allows t to 

move into the block section where tc is located must have a green aspect. A block section is a 

sequence of track-circuits which can be utilized by at most one train at a time. Thanks to the 

interlocking system, the green aspect can be obtained once the path r that leads t to tc is formed. 

This is why we introduce formation times, which depends on block sections characteristics. However r 

can only be formed if all conflicting routes are released. A block section locked by a train is released 

shortly after this train clears the last track-circuit it is using in the block section itself. 

2.2 MILP formulation 

The proposed MILP formulation provides a model for planning and scheduling in the G-TUSP. The 

formulation includes binary variables for assignments (route choice of a train for example) or 

precedence between events. Continuous variables are used to decide event dates such as train 

arrival on a track circuit or the start of a maintenance operation. Then, inequalities model train 

matching, routing, parking and maintenance constraints. An objective function has to be minimized, 

including cost for possible departures cancellations and delays. Cost of operations canceling and cost 

of train unit coupling-uncoupling are also taken into account. 

3. Experiments 

In this section, we report on experiments that test the model on a panel of instances. The model is 

coded in Java and solved exactly using the commercial solver CPLEX. As in principle we shall deploy 
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our solution method for G-TUSP in dispatching centers, it must be able to run on a computer of 

standard configuration. Therefore, it is executed on a 32 bit operation system equipped with a 2.1 

GHz Intel R CoreTMi3-51010U processor and 4GB RAM. We study Metz-Ville station infrastructure. It 

is a major hub for Eastern France railway traffic. We tackle real scenarios which include disturbances 

such as arrival delay or track closure. 

3.1 Case study 

We consider traffic in Metz-Ville infrastructure and its passengers shunting yards represented in Fig. 2. 

It is a major junction where the Nancy-Luxembourg and Metz-Strasbourg lines intersect. The station 

mainly hosts regional trains. Many of these trains start or end their service in Metz-Ville. The area is 

3.8 km long and has 10 platforms including a dead-end one. The yards F1 and F2 are controlled from 

the signal box, while switches are directly handled by a ground-agent in yards F3 and F4. The 

infrastructure is composed of 138 track-circuits, 68 signals, 421 block sections and 405 routes. 

Table 2: Details on the instances tackled in the experimental analysis (|TP|: number of passing 

trains, |T*|: number of shunted trains) 

Name Day/ 

Night 

Disturbance |TP| |T*| Number of 

continuous 

variables 

Number of 

binary 

variables 

Number of 

constraints 

D1 Day None 27 6 87 768 891 946 2 402 227 

D2 Day Track closure 25 7 91 207 1 345 509 3 134 528 

D3 Day Arrival delays 25 6 74 437 804 814 2 182 065 

N1 Night None 22 9 131 084 2 423 404 3 785 881 

N2 Night Track closure 24 8 119 640 1 786 528 2 834 102 

N3 Night Arrival delays 22 10 153 742 2 659 013 4 257 630 

 

 
Fig. 2: Layout of Metz-Ville station. 

The set of path that can be used by a train is computed thanks to breadth-first search (BFS). In 

preprocessing, this BFS is based on a graph, whose vertices are signals or signs. Its edges are 

routes between signs and signals or represent turnarounds. We consider a regular week day and two 

disturbed week days in 2018. One disturbed day includes several delays form Luxembourg between 

16:30 and 19:40. During the other disturbed day, one of the two north side shunting necks is closed. 

This shunted neck circled in the red (Fig. 2) and the available one is circled in green. Here trains 

perform turnarounds when necessary. A first set of scenarios studies trains between evening peak 

hour (18:30) and next morning peak hour (07:30). These are scenarios where trains have to be 
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shunted for the night. Trains enter in yards in the evening to leave in the morning. A second set of 

scenarios considers trains between morning peak hour (07:00) and evening peak hour (19:00). In 

those scenarios trains are stored during the day. As we need to focus on those trains, we do not have 

to consider passing trains in the whole time horizon. Indeed, conflicts between shunting movements 

and passing trains occur during rush hours only. During off-peak time, Metz-Ville dispatchers can 

trivially find conflict-free shunting routes. Therefore, we only consider passing trains during peak 

hours (6:30 - 9:00 and 17:00- 19:30). 

Table 2 reports the details on the six instances tackled. In each of them there are 7 types of trains on 

which 4 different operations can be performed: arrival check, internal cleaning, WC cleaning and 

external cleaning. The track closure scenario reduces the set of possible shunting paths and implies 

the occurrence of conflicts. Indeed, if a train has to be moved from yard F2 to yard F4, it has to cross 

main tracks. In instance N3, as trains arrive late   in the evening peak hour, their operation cannot 

start on time. In this scenario, in reality as cleaning crews shift ended too early, some cleaning 

operations were actually postponed to the morning or cancelled. In Table 2, we report the number of 

passing trains |TP| and shunted trains |T*| as well as the number of continuous and binary variables 

created in the model. Despite the limited set of trains, we get large number of variables. This is 

essentially because of precedence variables which indicate the using order of a track-circuit. 

3.2 Results 

CPLEX running time is deliberately limited to 3600 seconds. Beyond that duration there is no practical 

interest for operational planning. Table 3 reports results obtained on the 6 instances described in 

Section 4.1. It shows the number of coupling and uncoupling required on shunted trains as well as the 

number of modifications to the planned train matching. It also reports the average number of routes 

allocated to an intermediate train by our solution and the average number of routes actually allocated 

by dispatchers. Moreover, we indicate delays taken by departures performed by trains coming from 

shunting yards. However passing trains departures can also be delayed in addition to shunted trains 

delays, and then the total delay reported in Table 3 comes from these two contributions. The table 

also shows the actual total delay recorded on traffic database. We remark that the solver does not 

reach an optimal solution or a proof of optimality in the allotted time. In particular, the gaps exceed 

20 % in arrival delay scenarios. 

Table 3: Experiments results. Dispatchers solution results are reported in bold. 

 

Instance  D1 D2 D3 N1 N2 N3 

Running time (sec)  3600 3600 3600 3600 3600 3600 

Number of cancelled operations  0 0 0 0 0 1 

Number of cancelled operations in 
dispatchers solutions 

0 0 0 0 0 2 

Number of coupling  1  2  0 1  2  2 

Number of uncoupling 2  1 1  2 0 3 

Number of modifications to the 
planned train matching 

0  0  0  0  2 3 

Average number of shunting paths 
allocated to intermediate trains 

2.5 3.09 2.67 2.89 3,38 3,10 

Average  number of shunting 
paths  allocated to intermediate 
trains in dispatchers solutions 

2.17 2.43 2.33 2.56 2.75 2.40 

Number of shunted trains delayed 0 1 0  0  0  1 

Number of shunted trains delayed 
in dispatchers solutions 

0 1 0 0 1  1 

Total shunting movement time (min) 166.82 287.29  130.04  357.02  434.60 397.55 
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Total delay (min) 0 11.87 54.5 0 3.43 26.32 

Total delay in dispatchers 
solutions (min) 

0  12.5  68.5 0  8.0 25.0 

gap (%) 16.12 7.77 20.56 9.32 13.64 24.30 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, we provided a formal description for the G-TUSP, which is the integrated problem of 

managing shunting operations planning in passenger trains. We tackled a large decision problem that 

includes many specific operational constraints. We presented a MILP formulation for allocations and 

continuous time scheduling. 

The model copes with both rolling-stock management and capacity management. We extended some 

literature approaches which combine matching with parking decisions. Moreover, we introduced 

microscopic-scale routing features based on a MILP formulation for real-time traffic management and 

maintenance scheduling aspects. Maintenance aspects led us to consider that the trains can be 

successively parked on several tracks; this is typically not considered in TUSP literature. The proof of 

concept carried out on the Metz-Ville instance validates the model relevance. Indeed, it confirms the 

interest of implementing an integrated approach for improving the operating performance of a station. 

Even if we cannot prove the optimality of the solutions, they are very satisfying compared to the 

decisions made by dispatchers. 

Our study highlights practical issues we will like to tackle in future research. We first need to reduce 

calculation time. A heuristic phase may provide a first integer solution to the MILP solver, which 

typically has a major impact on performance. Improvements of the MILP formulation based on valid 

inequalities may be proposed. In principle, we may also reduce the number of variables, especially 

precedence ones, by reducing the number of routes to consider. The choice of the remaining routes is 

in this case critical, and a suitable approach must be found. Other solution techniques such as 

decomposition can be applied in future works. Moreover, to increase the practical relevance of the 

formulation, the weights used in the objective function needs to be set in a very accurate way. They 

are currently quite arbitrary, and they may not properly mimic the need of compromises in real-life 

situations. 
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